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The characteristic initial (boundary) value problem has numerous applications in general relativity
(GR) involving numerical studies and is often formulated using Bondi-like coordinates. Recently it
was shown that several prototype formulations of this type are only weakly hyperbolic. Presently
we examine the root cause of this result. In a linear analysis we identify the gauge, constraint and
physical blocks in the principal part of the Einstein field equations (EFE) in such a gauge, and we
show that the subsystem related to the gauge variables is only weakly hyperbolic. Weak hyperbolicity
of the full system follows as a consequence in many cases. We demonstrate this explicitly in specific
examples, and thus argue that Bondi-like gauges result in weakly hyperbolic free evolution systems
under quite general conditions. Consequently the characteristic initial (boundary) value problem
of GR in these gauges is rendered ill-posed in the simplest norms one would like to employ. The
possibility of finding good alternative norms, in which well-posedness is achieved, is discussed.
So motivated, we present numerical convergence tests with an implementation of full GR which
demonstrate the effect of weak hyperbolicity in practice.

I. INTRODUCTION

Characteristic formulations of general relativity (GR)
have proven to be particularly useful in a number of
cases. In the growing field of gravitational wave astron-
omy, they can help provide waveform models with high
accuracy. Since characteristic formulations are based
on null hypersurfaces, future null infinity can be natu-
rally included in the computational domain. This is the
region where quantities such as the Bondi news func-
tion are unambiguously defined, and so methods such
as Cauchy characteristic extraction (CCE) [1–19] and
matching (CCM) [20, 21] can eliminate systematic ex-
trapolation errors (the main alternative strategy for this
is to use compactified hyperboloidal slices [22–29]).

Characteristic formulations are used more broadly. For
instance characteristic codes have been built to explore
the behavior of relativistic stars [30, 31]. In the study
of gravitational collapse, codes based on null foliations
offer a practical alternative to the standard spacelike fo-
liation approach. Their advantage lies in the compact-
ness of the system of partial differential equations (PDE)
solved [32–36] as well as the inclusion of null infinity in
the computational domain. The aforementioned setups
are usually considered in asymptotically flat geometries;
though see [37, 38] for gravitational collapse in asymptot-
ically anti-de Sitter (AdS) spacetimes. In these geome-
tries, characteristic formulations have most often been
used in the field of numerical holography. Exploiting
holographic duality [39, 40], the aim is to obtain a bet-
ter insight of the behavior of strongly coupled matter
out of equilibrium [41–52] (for an introduction see the
reviews [53, 54]). Even applications to cosmology have
been pursued [55].

When formulating the characteristic initial value prob-

lem (CIVP) or characteristic initial boundary value prob-
lem (CIBVP) in GR, it is common practice to choose a
Bondi-like gauge. Codes built upon these formulations
have successfully passed a plethora of tests and provided
physically sensible results. Their performance and sta-
bility during simulations has often led to the expectation
that the continuum PDE problem is well-posed. A PDE
problem is called well-posed if it possesses a unique solu-
tion that depends continuously, in an appropriate norm,
on the given data. The existence and uniqueness of so-
lutions to the Bondi-like CIBVP in GR have long been
studied [56, 57]. Recently, working with first order re-
ductions, continuous dependence on given data was ex-
amined by analyzing the degree of hyperbolicity of the
continuum PDE systems [58]. These reductions can be
written in the compact form

At(u, xµ) ∂tu + Ap(u, xµ) ∂pu + S(u, xµ) = 0 ,

with the state vector u = (u1, u2, . . . , uq)
T and principal

part matrices,

Aµ =

a
µ
11 . . . aµ1q
...

. . .
...

aµq1 . . . aµqq


where det(At) 6= 0 . Working in the constant coefficient
approximation, the degree of hyperbolicity of the system
can be classified locally by examining the principal sym-
bol

Ps =
(
At
)−1 Ap sp ,

with si an arbitrary unit spatial vector. The PDE system
is called weakly hyperbolic (WH) if the principal symbol
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has real eigenvalues for all si. It is called strongly hyper-
bolic (SH) if moreover Ps is diagonalizable for all si and
a constant K independent of si that satisfies

|Ts|+ |T−1s | ≤ K,

exists, with Ts the similarity matrix that diagonal-
izes Ps.

A classic strategy [59, 60] for well-posedness analy-
sis of the CIVP is to reduce to an initial value prob-
lem (IVP). Well-posedness in L2 for the IVP is charac-
terized by strong hyperbolicity [61, 62]. The IVP of a
WH PDE system is ill-posed in L2, but it may be well-
posed in a different norm [63]. This well-posedness is,
however, delicate and, unlike the well-posedness of a SH
PDE, can be broken by source terms. Well-posedness is
a necessary condition for a numerical approximation of
a PDE problem to converge to the continuum solution
with increasing resolution. Convergence here is to be un-
derstood in terms of a discretized version of the norm
in which the continuum problem is well-posed. An er-
ror estimate obtained from the numerical solutions of an
ill-posed PDE problem should, a priori, be treated with
great care. Therefore, well-posedness of the Bondi-like
CIVP and CIBVP in GR is a particularly pressing open
question for studies that focus on accuracy.

The result of [58] was that two commonly used Bondi-
like gauges give rise to second order PDE systems that
are only WH outside of the spherical context. Toy models
that mimic this structure were used to demonstrate the
effect of weak hyperbolicity in numerical experiments.
In this paper we examine the cause of this result and,
following [64, 65], identify this weak hyperbolicity as a
pure gauge effect. We argue that the construction upon
radial null geodesics renders the vacuum Einstein field
equations (EFE) only WH in all Bondi-like gauges. We
explicitly show the effect of weak hyperbolicity in nu-
merical experiments in full GR formulated in the Bondi-
Sachs proper gauge. This result implies that the CIVP
and CIBVP of GR in vacuum are ill-posed in the sim-
plest norms one might like to employ when formulated in
these gauges. This issue can potentially be sidestepped
by working with alternative norms, or higher derivatives
of the metric, which might be taken explicitly as evolved
variables, or simply placed within the norm under con-
sideration. The latter tack has been successfully followed
in, for example, [66–69].

In Sec. II we map the Bondi-like equations and vari-
ables to the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) ones, so that
we can straightforwardly apply the aforementioned tools.
In Sec. III we summarize the relevant theory and the
structure of the principal part resulting from gauge free-
dom. In Sec. IV we analyze the affine null gauge [20],
showing it to be only WH, both in the characteristic and
in the equivalent ADM setups. In Sec. V A this analy-
sis is repeated for the Bondi-Sachs gauge proper [70, 71]
in the ADM setup. In Sec. V B the calculation is re-
peated for the double null gauge [72]. We argue that all
Bondi-like gauges possess this pure gauge structure. In

Sec. VI we examine the numerical conseqeuences of WH
by performing robust-stability-like [73–75] tests. The re-
sults are compared against those of an artificial SH sys-
tem. The tests are performed using the publicly avail-
able PITTNull thorn of the Einstein Toolkit [76]. We
conclude in Sec. VII. Geometric units are used through-
out. Our scripts are available in the ancillary files and
our data in [77].

II. BONDI-LIKE FORMULATIONS AND THEIR
ADM EQUIVALENT

In this section we review the main features of Bondi-
like formulations and map the corresponding equations
and variables to the ADM language. To do so we employ
a coordinate transformation between generalized Bondi-
like and ADM coordinates. The gauge and thus the PDE
character of the system are fixed by the Bondi-like coordi-
nates. This choice determines, for instance, which metric
components and/or derivatives thereof vanish. The sub-
sequent transformation to the ADM coordinates merely
results in relabeling variables and expressing directional
derivatives of the Bondi-like basis in terms of those of the
ADM basis.

A. Main features of Bondi-like formulations

To demonstrate relevant features common to all Bondi-
like gauges we work with the generalized Bondi-Sachs
formulation of [78] with line element

ds2 = guudu
2 + 2gurdu dr + 2guθdu dθ + 2guφdu dφ

+ gθθdθ
2 + 2gθφdθ dφ+ gφφdφ

2 .
(1)

We consider a four-dimensional spacetime and identify
the coordinates θ, φ with the usual spherical polar an-
gles on the two-sphere. All seven nontrivial metric com-
ponents of (1) are functions of the characteristic coor-

dinates xµ
′

= (u, r, θ, φ), with the hypersurfaces of con-
stant u null and henceforth denoted by Nu. The null vec-
tor (∂/∂r)

a is both tangent and normal to Nu and hence
orthogonal to the spatial vectors (∂/∂θ)

a and (∂/∂φ)a

that lie within Nu. This vector basis guarantees that

guu = guθ = guφ = 0 , (2)

and every distinct null geodesic in Nu can be labeled
by θ, φ. The characteristic hypersurface Nu can be ei-
ther outgoing or ingoing. If the formulation incorporates
both types of null hypersurfaces, then the double null
gauge [72] is imposed. In this case grr = 0 and the co-
ordinates u, r correspond to the advanced and retarded
time rather than an advanced (or retarded) time and the
radial coordinate.

A free evolution PDE system for the vacuum EFE in
an asymptotically flat spacetime in a Bondi-like gauge
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consists of

Rrr = Rrθ = Rrφ = Rθθ = Rθφ = Rφφ = 0 , (3)

which is often called the main system. The equa-
tion Rur = 0 is commonly referred to as the trivial equa-
tion, because solutions to the main system automatically
satisfy it, as shown in [70, 78] via the contracted Bianchi
identities. The supplementary equations

Ruu = Ruθ = Ruφ = 0

are guaranteed to be satisfied in Nu if they are satisfied
on a cross section [70, 78]. The main system provides six
evolution equations for the seven unknown metric func-
tions. Usually, a definition for the determinant of the
induced metric on the two-spheres is made, namely

gθθ gφφ − g2θφ = R̂4 sin2 θ , (4)

where R̂ is taken to be a function of the coordinates and
reduces to the areal radius of the two-sphere in spherical
symmetry.

The aforementioned are common to all Bondi-like
gauges. There is a residual gauge freedom which cor-
responds to the choice of the coordinate labeling the po-
sition within the null geodesic. This is done differently
in the various Bondi-like gauges. We focus on three com-
mon choices:

Affine null [33, 79]: The final choice of equations is
achieved by setting gur = −1 for outgoing Nu
and gur = 1 for ingoing Nu. R̂ is then taken to
be an unknown of the problem.

Bondi-Sachs proper [70]: The radial coordinate matches

the areal radius R̂ = r and so the definition (4)
reduces the number of unknowns to six.

Double null [72]: The residual gauge freedom is fixed by
the condition grr = 0.

B. From the characteristic to the ADM equations

We now map from the characteristic to the ADM vari-
ables and present the system equivalent to (3) in the
ADM formalism. We assume that Nu are outgoing,
but an analogous analysis can be performed for ingoing
null hypersurfaces. To begin, we choose ADM coordi-
nates xµ = (t, ρ, θ, φ). They are related to the character-
istic coordinates via

u = t− f(ρ) , r = ρ . (5)

As in [80], the quantity −df/dr determines the slope
of the constant t spacelike hypersurface Σt on the u, r
plane. The angular coordinates θ, φ are unchanged, and
in this subsection we may label them with the Latin in-
dices A,B.

The lapse of proper time between Σt and Σt+dt along
their normal observers is dτ = α(t, xi)dt, with the lapse
function defined by

α−2(t, xi) ≡ −gµν∇µt∇νt .

The relative velocity between the trajectory of those ob-
servers and the lines of constant spatial coordinates is
given by βi(t, xj), where xit+dt = xit − βi(t, xj)dt. The

quantity βi is called the shift vector. The future directed
unit normal 4-vector on Σt is

nµ ≡ −α∇µt = α−1
(
1,−βi

)
,

and its covector form is

nµ = gµνn
ν = (−α, 0, 0, 0) .

The metric induced on Σt is

γµν ≡ gµν + nµnν .

The ADM form of the equations is obtained by system-
atic contraction with nµ and γµν . This geometric con-
struction is discussed in most numerical relativity text-
books [81–83]. The spacetime metric takes the form

gµν =

(
−α2 + βkβ

k βi
βj γij

)
,

where lowercase Latin indices denote spatial components.
The inverse of gµν is

gµν =

(
−α−2 α−2βi

α−2βj γij − α−2βiβj
)
.

By comparing the 3 + 1 form of the metric and its in-
verse to the generalized Bondi version (1) we can inter-
pret the Bondi-like gauges in terms of lapse and shift,
and relate the characteristic variables to the ADM ones.
Every Bondi-like vector basis gives (2), which in ADM
coordinates reads

guu =
∂u

∂xµ
∂u

∂xν
gµν = gtt − 2f ′gtρ + (f ′)2gρρ = 0 ,

guA =
∂u

∂xµ
∂xA

∂xν
gµν = gtA − f ′gρA = 0 ,

and leads to

γρρ =

(
1 + f ′βρ

f ′α

)2

, γρA = βA
1 + f ′βρ

f ′α2
. (6)

The Bondi-like metric ansatz (1) implies

grr = grA = 0 ,

which after using βi = γijβ
j yields

γρρ =
(f ′)2(α2 + βAβBγAB)

(1 + f ′βρ)2
,

γρA = − f ′

1 + f ′βρ
βBγAB .

(7)
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Using the latter and gµ′ν′ = ∂xµ

∂xµ′
∂xν

∂xν′
gµν provides the

following relations between the characteristic and ADM
variables, for all Bondi-like gauges:

guu =
βAβA − α2(1 + 2f ′ βρ)

(1 + f ′ βρ)2
, gur =

−f ′ α2

1 + f ′βρ
,

guA = −γρA/f ′ , gAB = γAB .

(8)

The above combined with γAB−α−2βAβB = gAB further
yield

γθθ =

(
βθ

α

)2

+
γφφ

det(gAB)
, γθφ =

βθβφ

α2
− γθφ

det(gAB)
,

γφφ =

(
βφ

α

)2

+
γθθ

det(gAB)
(9)

for all Bondi-like gauges.
To proceed with the mapping between characteristic

and ADM formalism, we simply take the standard tensor
transformation rule. The main system (3) written in the
ADM coordinates is then

Rrr = (f ′)2Rtt + 2f ′Rtρ +Rρρ = 0 ,

RrA = f ′RtA +RρA = 0 ,

RAB = 0 .

(10)

The complete orthogonal projection onto Σt is given by

γλµγ
σ
νRλσ ≡ R⊥µν = −LnKµν −

1

α
DµDνα+ (3)Rµν

+KKµν − 2KµλK
λ
ν , (11)

with R⊥µν a purely spatial tensor, and

γµν = δµν + nµnν , (12)

Kµν = − (∇µnν + nµn
κ∇κnν) ,

the orthogonal projector and the extrinsic curvature of Σt
when embedded in the full spacetime, respectively. The
following purely spatial quantities have been used:

DµSνλ =⊥ ∇µSνλ , (3)Γµνλ =⊥ Γµνλ ,

(3)Rµν =⊥
(
∂λ

(3)Γλµν − ∂ν (3)Γλµλ

+(3)Γλµν
(3)Γσλσ − (3)Γλµσ

(3)Γσνλ

)
,

where Dµ is the covariant derivative compatible with γµν ,
the symbol ⊥ denotes projection with γµν on every open
index and Sµν denotes an arbitrary spatial tensor. Im-
posing Rµν = 0 and focusing only on the spatial compo-
nents of R⊥µν one can obtain the evolution equations for
the spatial components of the extrinsic curvature

Kij ≡ −∂tKij −DiDjα+ α
(
(3)Rij +KKij − 2KimK

m
j

)
+ βm∂mKij +Kim∂jβ

m +Kmj∂iβ
m = 0 ,

where K = gµνKµν . The full projection perpendicular
to Σt is

nµnνRµν ≡ R‖ = LnK +
1

α
DiDiα−KijK

ij .

Using

LnK = γijLnKij + 2KijK
ij ,

Eq. (11) and imposing the EFE, R‖ provides the Hamil-
tonian constraint

H ≡ (3)R+K2 −KijK
ij = R‖ + γijR⊥ij = 0 .

Finally, the mixed projection is given by the contracted
Codazzi relation

nµγλνRµλ ≡ R|⊥ν = DνK −DµK
µ
ν ,

with nµR
|⊥
µ = 0. After imposing the EFE it yields the

momentum constraints

Mi ≡ DjK
j
i −DiK = 0 .

From Eq. (12) and the previous projections we write

δαµδ
β
νRαβ = R⊥µν + nµnνR

‖ − nµR|⊥ν − nνR|⊥µ . (13)

Using Eq. (13), with Eq. (10) and taking linear combina-
tions of Eq. (3), we obtain the ADM system

((f ′)2 − 1)(1 + f ′βρ)2

(f ′)2
Kρρ + α2H − 2αf ′(1 + f ′βρ)Mρ

− 2αβAMA = 0 ,

(1 + f ′βρ)KρA − αf ′MA = 0 , (14)

KAB = 0 ,

which is equivalent to the main Bondi-like system (3),
where we have also used Eqs. (6), (7), and (9).

If the slope of Σt of the 3 + 1 foliation in the u, r
plane is f ′ 6= 1, then the main Bondi-like system (3) cor-
responds to evolution equations for all the components
of Kij with specific addition of the ADM Hamiltonian
and momentum constraints. For f ′ = 1 though, the first
equation of (14) involves only ADM constraints. In this
foliation the evolution equation for Kρρ is provided by
the trivial equation, which after imposing (14) reads

(1 + βρ)Kρρ − αMρ +
α

1 + βρ
βAMA = 0 .

The lapse and shift are not determined by the Einstein
equations, but in a 3+1 formulation are arbitrarily speci-
fiable. In the present setting, their choice is dictated by
the explicit Bondi-like gauge imposed. Adopting the ter-
minology of [64] we can classify between algebraic and
differential gauge choices:
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Affine null : It is a complete algebraic gauge for the lapse
and shift, which is apparent by combining (7) and

βρ = α2 − 1/f ′ ,

which results from gur = −1 = 1/gur. The deter-
minant condition (4) does not act as a constraint
among the three unknown metric components of
the two-sphere, but merely relates them to the areal
radius R̂ that is an unknown. The six equations of
the main system (3) correspond to the six ADM
equations for Kij (if f ′ 6= 1) with a specific addi-
tion of Hamiltonian and momentum constraints, as
well as the lapse and shift.

Bondi-Sachs proper : This gauge choice is completed by
the definition of the determinant (4). As we show
in Sec. V A this definition can be viewed as provid-
ing a differential relation for the shift vector com-
ponent βρ. In this sense, the Bondi-Sachs gauge
proper is a mixed algebraic-differential gauge in
terms of the lapse and shift.

Double null : It is also a complete algebraic gauge. The
complete gauge choice is implied by grr = 0, which
combined with guu = 0 yields βρ = 0.

C. Coordinate light speeds

Bondi-like gauges are constructed using either incom-
ing or outgoing null geodesics (or both). It is therefore
natural to examine the coordinate light speeds in these
gauges. It is helpful to employ a 2 + 1 split of the spa-
tial metric γij for this purpose. We briefly review the
key elements of this decomposition as necessary for our
discussion. The interested reader can find a complete
presentation in [84].

Level sets of constant ρ are two-spheres. The coor-
dinate ρ defines an outward pointing normal vector on
these spheres

si(ρ) ≡ γ
ijLDjρ , L−2 ≡ γij(Diρ)(Djρ) . (15)

We call L the length scalar. The induced metric on two-
spheres of constant ρ is

q(ρ) ij ≡ γij − s(ρ) is(ρ) j , (16)

where the indices of si(ρ) and q(ρ) ij are lowered and raised

with γij and its inverse. Let ρi be the vector tangent to
the lines of constant angular coordinates xA, i.e., ρi =
(∂ρ)

i. Then

ρi = Lsi(ρ) + bi , (17)

where bis(ρ)i = 0 and bi is called the slip vector. The

length scalar L and the slip vector bi are analogous to
the 3 + 1 lapse and shift. They are not, however, freely
specifiable but rather are pieces of the spatial metric γij .

Let γ(t) be a null curve parametrized by t and Lµ =
ẋµ = (1, ẋi(t)) a null vector tangent to γ(t). The coordi-
nate light speeds are Ci ≡ ẋi(t). Let us further assume
that the chosen null vector obeys the relation

Lµ ∝ nµ ± sµ(ρ) . (18)

From (15) we get

sµ(ρ) = (0, L−1, LγρA) . (19)

Using ρµ = (0, 1, 0, 0), solving (17) for si(ρ), and compar-

ing with (19), we obtain

bρ = 0 , −bA = L2γρA . (20)

After multiplying (18) with α we have

Lµ ∝ (1,−βρ ± αL−1,−βA ∓ αL−1bA)

from which we read off the coordinate light speeds along
null curves orthogonal to level sets of constant ρ. They
are

cρ± = −βρ ± αL−1 (21)

in the radial direction and

cA± = −βA ∓ bAαL−1 (22)

in the angular directions. The subscript ± refers to out-
going/ingoing trajectories. See Fig. 1 for an illustra-
tion of the coordinate light speeds. For f(ρ) = ρ, using
Eq. (20), the gauge conditions (6) yield

cρ+ = 1 , cA+ = 0 , (23)

which just expresses the fact that transverse coordi-
nates are Lie dragged along outgoing null geodesics. For
an ingoing single-null Bondi-like characteristic formula-
tion ci+ → ci− and for double null cρ± = ±1. Away from

spherical symmetry it is not generally possible to have cA±
both vanishing.

III. GAUGE FIXING AND THE PRINCIPAL
SYMBOL

Following closely [64, 65] we now discuss the struc-
ture of the principal symbol of the systems we analyze.
See [85, 86] for interesting related work on systems with
constraints. As shown in [65], working with the ADM for-
malism, in this context, one can distinguish among the
gauge, constraint and physical variables of the system.
This distinction is reflected in the structure of the prin-
cipal symbol and allows us to understand which gauges
can possibly result in SH systems.
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ρ = ρc

outin

cρ+
cθ+

cφ+cρ−cθ−

cφ−

FIG. 1. The coordinate light speeds for ingoing and outgoing
null rays that pass through a surface of constant radius ρc,
i.e., a two-sphere in this example. In an outgoing Bondi-like
gauge cθ+ = 0 = cφ+; i.e., the coordinates θ, φ are Lie dragged
along the outgoing null ray. This ray is orthogonal to the
depicted two-sphere.

FT2S Systems and their principal part: According
to [87, 88] the general first order in time and second
in space (FT2S) linear constant coefficient system that
admits a standard first order reduction is of the form

∂tv = Ai
1∂iv + A1v + A2w + Sv ,

∂tw = Bij1 ∂i∂jv + Bi1∂iv + B1v + Bi2∂iw
+ B2w + Sw , (24)

where Sv and Sw are forcing terms and Ai
1, A2, Bij1 , Bi2

the principal matrices. In the linear constant coefficient
approximation the ADM equations lie in this category.
By standard first order reduction we mean one in which
all first order derivatives (temporal and spatial) of vari-
ables that appear with second order derivatives are in-
troduced as auxiliary variables. We call any first order
reduction different from the aforementioned nonstandard.
In such a case only a subset of the first order derivatives of
a variable that appears up to second order is introduced
as auxiliary variables. Or else specific higher derivatives
could be. Given an arbitrary unit spatial covector si (not
to be confused with si(ρ) from the previous section), the

principal symbol of the system in the si direction is de-
fined as

Ps =

(
As

1 A2

Bss1 Bs2

)
, (25)

where As
1 ≡ Ai

1si (and so forth). Writing u = (∂sv,w),
we have

∂tu ' Ps∂su , (26)

where here we dropped nonprincipal terms and all deriva-
tives transverse to si. The definitions of weak and strong
hyperbolicity are identical to those discussed for first

order systems in the Introduction; weak hyperbolicity
is the requirement that the eigenvalues of Ps are real
for each si, and strong hyperbolicity furthermore is uni-
formly diagonalizable in si. The second order principal
symbol (25) is inherited as a diagonal block of the prin-
cipal symbol of any standard first order reduction, where
the latter furthermore takes an upper block triangular
form. Consequently only strongly hyperbolic second or-
der systems may admit a standard first order reduction
that is strongly hyperbolic. The importance of this is
that (24) has a well-posed initial value problem in the
norm

E1 =
∑
i

||∂iv||L2 + ||w||L2 ,

if and only if it is strongly hyperbolic, where here the
norms are defined over spatial slices of constant t. For
our analysis, observe that the original characteristic form
of the equations of motion is not of the form (24), even
after linearization. This issue is overcome by working
instead with the ADM equivalent obtained in Sec. II.
Working with the equivalent furthermore has the advan-
tage that the theory discussed below was developed in
this language, making application straightforward. Due
to the freedom in choosing a time slicing, there is free-
dom in the construction of the equivalent ADM formu-
lation. This was parametrized by f ′(ρ) in the previous
section. For brevity we work assuming f ′(ρ) = 1, but
since the structural properties discussed above hold true
in any alternative slicing, this restriction does not affect
the outcome of the analysis.

Pure gauge degrees of freedom: In many cases of phys-
ical interest FT2S systems arise with additional structure
in their principal symbol. In GR for instance, structure
arises as a consequence of gauge freedom. To see this,
suppose that we are working in a coordinate basis with
an arbitrary solution to the vacuum field equations. The
field equations are, of course, invariant under changes
of coordinates xµ → Xµ, so that both the metric and
curvature transform in the same manner. This invari-
ance has important consequences on the form of the field
equations. Consider an infinitesimal change to the co-
ordinates by xµ → xµ + ξµ. Such a change results in a
perturbation to the metric of the form

δgµν = −∇µξν −∇νξµ = −Lξgµν .

This transformation, the linearization of the condition for
covariance in a coordinate basis, simultaneously serves as
the gauge freedom of linearized GR. Working now in the
ADM language, and 3 + 1 decomposing ξa by

Θ ≡ −nµξµ , ψi ≡ −γiµξµ ,

the pure gauge perturbations (Θ, ψi) satisfy,

∂tΘ = δα− ψiDiα+ LβΘ ,

∂tψ
i = δβi + αDiΘ−ΘDiα+ Lβψi , (27)
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with δα and δβi the perturbation of the lapse and shift
respectively. The resulting perturbation to the metric
and extrinsic curvature can be explicitly computed [65],
and are given by,

δγij = −2ΘKij + Lψγij , (28a)

δKij = −DiDjΘ

+ Θ
(
Rij − 2Kk

iKjk +KijK
)

+ LψKij , (28b)

where γij and Kij are to be understood by their back-
ground values. It is a remarkable fact that these equa-
tions are nothing more than the ADM evolution equa-
tions under the replacements α → Θ and βi → ψi, so
that the ADM evolution equations can be interpreted as
a local gauge transformation in a coordinate basis. Given
a choice for either the lapse and shift, or an equation of
motion for each, or a combination thereof, we may com-
bine (27) and (28), to obtain a closed system for the pure
gauge variables (Θ, ψi) and (δα, δψi), on the background
spacetime. We call this the pure gauge subsystem. Sup-
pose, for example, that we employed a harmonic time
coordinate (2t = 0) with a vanishing shift. In 3 + 1
language this gives

∂tα = −α2K.

The pure gauge subsystem (27) for (Θ, ψi) is then com-
pleted by

∂tδα ' α2∂i∂iΘ , δβi = 0 ,

where we have used (28) and discarded nonprincipal
terms. The additional structure alluded to above is that
for a given choice of gauge, the principal symbol of the
pure gauge subsystem is inherited as a sub-block of the
principal symbol of any formulation of GR that employs
said gauge. This is demonstrated by using suitable pro-
jection operators which are stated explicitly below.

Constraint violating degrees of freedom: Yet more
structure arises from the constraints. Assuming the
ADM evolution equations hold, the Hamiltonian and mo-
mentum constraints formally satisfy evolution equations,

∂tH = −2αDiMi − 4M iDiα+ 2αKH + LβH ,

∂tMi = − 1
2αDiH + αKMi −DiαH + LβMi ,

so that constraints satisfying initial data remain so in
their domain of dependence. These equations follow from
the contracted Bianchi identities. In free-evolution for-
mulations of GR however, the ADM evolution equations
need not hold, since combinations of the constraints can
be freely added to the evolution equations. Doing so re-
sults in adjusted evolution equations for the constraints,
which nevertheless remain a closed set of equations. Just
as the principal symbol of the full equations of motion
inherit the pure gauge principal symbol, the principal
symbol of the constraint subsystem manifests as a sub-
block. This is again seen using the projection operators
stated below.

Linearized ADM: To apply straightforwardly the the-
ory described at the start of this section we linearize
about flat space in global inertial coordinates. The analy-
sis can be carried out around a general background lead-
ing to the same conclusions. In this setting we obtain
for the metric and extrinsic curvature perturbations the
evolution equations,

∂tδγij = −2δKij + ∂(iδβj) , (29a)

∂tδKij = −∂i∂jδα− 1
2∂

k∂kδγij

− 1
2∂i∂jδγ + ∂k∂(iδγj)k . (29b)

The constraints become

δH = ∂i∂jδγij − ∂i∂iδγ ,
δMi = ∂jδKij − ∂iδK ,

and evolve according to

∂tδH = −2∂iδMi ,

∂tδMi = − 1
2∂iδH .

(30)

About this background the pure gauge equations (27)
simplify to

∂tΘ = δα , (31a)

∂tψi = δβi + ∂iΘ . (31b)

Pure gauge projection operators: Let si be an arbi-
trary constant spatial unit vector. To extract the gauge,
constraint and physical degrees of freedom within the
principal symbol in this direction we must decompose
the state vector appropriately. The induced metric on
the surface transverse to si is

qij ≡ γij − sisj .

Here we denote by Â, B̂ the spatial directions transverse
to si, which–since in general si 6= si(ρ)–do not necessarily

coincide with the angular directions from our earlier dis-
cussion. Projections of the ADM variables that capture
pure gauge equations of motion (31) are given by

[∂2sΘ] = −δKss , [∂2sψs] = 1
2∂sδγss

[∂2sψÂ] = ∂sδγsÂ .
(32)

Here the notation [· · · ] is used to emphasize that the
specific projection of the ADM variables on the right-
hand side shares, within the principal symbol, the struc-
ture of the pure gauge variable named on the left-
hand side. This is spelled out below. Thus, together
with ∂sδα, ∂sδβs, ∂sδβÂ they encode the complete pure
gauge variables of the system, with δα, δβi the pertur-
bation to the lapse and shift.

Constraint projection operators: Likewise, within the
principal symbol the Hamiltonian and momentum con-
straints are encoded by the projections,

[H] = −∂sδγqq , [Ms] = −δKqq ,

[MÂ] = δKsÂ ,
(33)
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with the naming convention as above. Here and in the
following indices qq denote that the trace was taken
with qij .

Physical projection operators: Finally, the remaining
variables to be taken account of are the trace-free pro-
jections. Defining the projection operator familiar from
textbook treatments of linear gravitational waves,

P⊥klij≡ qk(iq
l
j) − 1

2qijq
kl . (34)

we define

∂sδγ
TF
ÂB̂

= P⊥ij
ÂB̂

∂sδγij , δKTF
ÂB̂

= P⊥ij
ÂB̂

δKij .

The superscript TF denotes trace-free. These variables
are associated with the physical degrees of freedom.

The principal symbol: Employing the notation above
we can now write out the principal symbol in the
form (26). Starting with the pure gauge block, this gives

∂t[∂
2
sΘ] ' ∂s(∂sδα) + 1

2∂s[H] ,

∂t[∂
2
sψs] ' ∂s(∂sδβs) + ∂s[∂

2
sΘ] ,

∂t[∂
2
sψÂ] ' ∂s(∂sδβÂ)− 2∂s[MÂ] .

(35)

Comparing this with (31) it is clear that up to additions
of the “constraint variables” there is agreement. Next,
the constraint violating block gives

∂t[H] ' −2∂s[Ms] ,

∂t[Ms] ' − 1
2∂s[H] ,

∂t[MÂ] ' 0 .

(36)

Comparing this with (30) there is perfect agreement. Fi-
nally the physical block is

∂t∂sδγ
TF
ÂB̂
' −2∂sδK

TF
ÂB̂

,

∂tδK
TF
ÂB̂
' − 1

2∂
2
sδγ

TF
ÂB̂

,
(37)

which is decoupled from the rest of the equations. These
equations are not yet complete, because we have not
yet made a concrete choice of gauge. Several Bondi-like
gauges are treated in detail in the following sections.

Discussion: The results of the foregoing discussion
follow because GR is a constrained Hamiltonian system
that satisfies the hypotheses of [65]. To make the presen-
tation here somewhat more stand-alone however, let us
consider a plane wave ansatz

δγij = 2eκ
(ψs)
µ xµsisj [∂sψ̃s]− 1

2qije
κ(H)
µ xµ [H̃]

+ 2eκ
(ψA)
µ xµqÂ(isj)[∂sψ̃Â] + eκ

(P )
µ xµP⊥ÂB̂ij δγTF

ÂB̂
,

δKij = −eκ
(Θ)
µ xµsisj [∂

2
s Θ̃]− 1

2qije
κ(Ms)
µ xµ [M̃s]

+ 2eκ
(MA)
µ xµqÂ(isj)[M̃Â] + eκ

(P )
µ xµP⊥ÂB̂ij δKTF

ÂB̂
,

(38)

with each wave vector of the form κµ = (κ, i ωsi). These
solutions travel in the ±si directions, although since the

lapse and shift are as yet undetermined, the κ’s cannot
be solved for so far. Defining the projections exactly as
above, the unknowns can be decomposed explicitly into
their gauge, constraint violating and gravitational wave
pieces as indicated by the naming, and Eqs. (35), (36),
and (37) become exact. In the nonlinear setting it is,
of course, hopeless to try and decompose metric com-
ponents into constituent gauge, constraint violating and
physical degrees of freedom. But even in the linear con-
stant coefficient approximation, solutions consist in gen-
eral of a sum over many such plane waves propagating
in different directions, and so the decomposition (38) is
not a sufficient description. What is important for our
purposes however, is that the structure in the field equa-
tions that permits the decomposition (38) for plane wave
solutions is present regardless of the direction si consid-
ered. The principal symbol sees only this structure and
thus, with Eqs. (35), (36) and (37) above completed with
a choice for the lapse and shift, can be written in the
schematic form

Ps =

PG PGP PGC
0 PP PPC
0 0 PC

 , (39)

even upon linearization about an arbitrary background.
Here PG, PC , PP denote the gauge, constraint and phys-
ical sub-blocks and PGC , PGP , PPC parametrize the
coupling between them. As seen in [65] there is a very
large class of gauge conditions and natural constraint ad-
ditions that result in PGP = PGC = PPC = 0. Conse-
quently, it follows from (39) that a necessary condition for
strong hyperbolicity of the formulation is that the pure
gauge and constraint subsystems are themselves strongly
hyperbolic. Following [64] we may therefore restrict our
attention first to pure gauge systems of interest, which
have the advantage of being smaller, and thus are much
easier to treat.

Bondi-like gauges: The gauges we are concerned with
all require the condition (2), which in characteristic co-
ordinates implies the same for the perturbation to the
metric, that is,

δguu = δguA = 0 .

There remains one gauge condition to be specified,
namely the parametrization along outgoing null surfaces
by a radial coordinate. Next we study specific instances
of this condition.

IV. THE AFFINE NULL GAUGE

In this section we analyze the degree of hyperbolic-
ity of the EFE in the affine null gauge [33, 79]. In [58]
a hyperbolicity analysis for the EFE in the affine null
gauge for asymptotically AdS five-dimensional spacetime
with planar symmetry was performed and the full system
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was shown to be WH. Here, we do this analysis in four-
dimensional asymptotically flat spacetime, but more im-
portantly we also analyze the pure gauge subsystem and
show that the weak hyperbolicity of the full system stems
from that of the pure gauge subsystem.

The complete affine null gauge fixing is given by

α = L−1 , βρ = L−2 − 1 , βA = −bAL−2 , (40)

where Eqs. (21) -(23) and gur = −1 have been combined.
As in the previous section, we work in the linear, constant
coefficient approximation, and for simplicity we assume
that in (5) f(ρ) = ρ.

A. Pure gauge subsystem

Let us first consider pure gauge metric perturba-
tions (28). To close the system (31) further input for δα
and δβi is needed. For the affine null gauge this follows
from (40), which after linearization about flat space reads

δα = − 1
2δγρρ , δβθ = −ρ−2δγρθ ,

δβρ = −δγρρ , δβφ = −ρ−2 sin2 θ δγρφ .

Using δγij = ∂iψj +∂jψi and ψi = γijψj the latter reads

δα = −∂ρψρ , δβθ = −∂ρψθ − ρ−2∂θψρ , (41)

δβρ = −2∂ρψ
ρ , δβφ = −∂ρψφ − ρ−2 sin2 θ ∂φψ

ρ .

The pure gauge subsystem (31) is then

(∂t + ∂ρ)(ψ
ρ −Θ) = 0 , (42a)

(∂t + ∂ρ)ψ
ρ + ∂ρ(ψ

ρ −Θ) = 0 , (42b)

(∂t + ∂ρ)ψ
θ + ρ−2∂θ(ψ

ρ −Θ) = 0 , (42c)

(∂t + ∂ρ)ψ
φ + (ρ sin θ)−2∂φ(ψρ −Θ) = 0 , (42d)

where ∂t+∂ρ = ∂r is an outgoing null derivative and (42a)
results from a linear combination of (31a) and (31b)
with i = ρ. Along an arbitrary spatial direction si a
first order linear system can be written as

∂tv ' Js∂sv ,

where T−1s PsTs ≡ Js is the Jordan normal form of the
principal symbol, Ps, v ≡ T−1s u are the associated (gen-
eralized) characteristic variables and ' denotes equal-
ity up to source terms and derivatives transverse to si.
The principal symbol of the pure gauge subsystem (42)
is clearly nondiagonalizable along the ρ, θ, φ directions,
and, in fact, in any direction. In (42b), (42c), and (42d)
the terms ∂ρ(ψ

ρ−Θ), ∂θ(ψ
ρ−Θ), and ∂φ(ψρ−Θ) result

in 2 × 2 Jordan blocks, along ρ, θ, and φ, respectively.
The principal symbol of the full set of equations of mo-
tion for GR has the upper triangular form (39) when
a standard first order reduction is considered. Thus it
will possess nontrivial Jordan blocks along all ρ, θ, φ di-
rections as well. In Secs. IV B and IV C we show this

explicitly and demonstrate the connection to the PDE
system in characteristic coordinates.

An intriguing observation is that the pure gauge vari-
able (ψρ−Θ) satisfies a transport equation along ∂r. So,
acting from the left on (42) with ∂r and commuting the
spatial and null derivatives on (ψρ −Θ), one obtains

∂2r (Θ− ψρ) = 0 , (43a)

∂2rψ
ρ = 0 , (43b)

∂2rψ
θ = 0 , (43c)

∂2rψ
φ = 0 . (43d)

This system admits a nonstandard reduction to first or-
der which is strongly hyperbolic. To see this, we intro-
duce only outgoing null derivatives of the unknowns as
auxiliary variables. All of the variables then satisfy trans-
port equations in the outgoing null direction. In contrast
to this, for a standard first order reduction both the time
and space derivatives of the unknowns would be intro-
duced as auxiliary variables.

The relevant question is whether there exists a formu-
lation of GR that inherits the structure of the second
version of the pure gauge subsystem (43), rather than
the first (42). In view of the results of [65], if such a
formulation exists, it would necessarily admit a nonstan-
dard first order reduction. In Sec. IV B we show that
there is a convenient combination of ADM variables that
allows one to remove the nontrivial Jordan block along
the ρ direction that appears in a standard first order re-
duction. This is true due to the specific gauge choice and
its construction upon outgoing null geodesics. Crucially,
however, this special combination is only possible along
the ρ direction but not θ, φ. So, away from spherical
symmetry the EFE in the affine null gauge are only WH.

B. Pure gauge sub-block: Radial direction

We now demonstrate how the radial part of the pure
gauge subsystem (42) is inherited by the linearized EFE.
For brevity in this subsection we work in spherical sym-
metry, which is sufficient, since the coupled gauge vari-
ables in the radial Jordan block of (42) are present al-
ready under this assumption.

1. ADM setup

In spherical symmetry the principal part of the lin-
earized ADM equations in outgoing affine null gauge is

∂tδγρρ ' −2δKρρ − 2∂ρδγρρ , (44a)

∂tδKρρ ' 1
2∂

2
ρδγρρ − ρ−2∂2ρδγθθ , (44b)

∂tδγθθ ' −2δKθθ , (44c)

∂tδKθθ ' − 1
2∂

2
ρδγθθ . (44d)
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From Eq. (32), the gauge variables along the ρ direction
in spherical symmetry are

− δKρρ = [∂2ρΘ] , 1
2∂ρδγρρ = [∂2ρψ

ρ] . (45)

To recover the pure gauge structure it suffices to analyze
the coupling between (44a) and (44b),

∂r(
1
2δγρρ) ' −δKρρ − ∂ρ( 1

2δγρρ) , (46a)

∂r(δKρρ + 1
2∂ρδγρρ) ' −ρ

−2∂2ρδγθθ , (46b)

where ∂r = ∂t + ∂ρ is an outgoing null vector and (46b)
results from a linear combination of (44a) and (44b). The
right-hand side of (46b) involves the constraint variable

[H] = −∂ρδγqq = −2ρ−2∂ρδγθθ .

In a standard first order reduction, the term (∂ρδγρρ)
would be introduced as an evolved variable satisfying

∂r(
1
2∂ρδγρρ) ' −∂ρδKρρ − ∂ρ( 1

2∂ρδγρρ) . (47)

The above and (46b) expressed in terms of gauge and
constraint variables read

∂r[∂
2
ρψ

ρ] + ∂ρ[∂
2
ρ (ψρ −Θ)] ' 0 ,

∂r[∂
2
ρ (Θ− ψρ)] ' 1

2∂ρ[H] .

As explained in Sec. III, this system has a pure gauge
part that consists of the coupling among the gauge vari-
ables Θ and ψρ and a part that captures the coupling
of the gauge to the constraint variables. The pure gauge
part PG is obtained by neglecting the term ∂ρ[H]/2. This
part has the same principal structure as the pure gauge
subsystem (42) in the radial direction, since it is just an
overall ∂2ρ derivative of the latter. This is in accordance
with the result of [65], because for a standard first or-
der reduction PG inherits the structure of the first order
system formed by (Θ, ψi, δα, δβi). The term ∂ρ[H]/2 is
encoded in the PGC sub-block of the full principal sym-
bol Pρ.

Next, let us consider a reduction in which (∂rδγρρ) is
introduced as an auxiliary variable rather than (∂ρδγρρ).
From (46a) and (45) we get

∂r(
1
2δγρρ) = [∂r∂ρψ

ρ] ' [∂2ρ(Θ− ψρ)] , (48)

where in the first step we are just using our normal
naming convention with [. . . ] and likewise in the second
Eq. (45). Similarly, from Eq. (45) we get

1
2∂ρδγρρ + δKρρ = [∂2ρ(ψρ −Θ)] = [∂r∂ρψ

ρ] = −[∂r∂ρΘ] ,

(49)

where in the second step Eq. (42b) and in the third
Eq. (42a) are used. The equation of motion for the aux-
iliary variable (∂rδγρρ) results from (46a) after acting
with ∂r, namely

∂r(
1
2∂rδγρρ) ' −∂r(δKρρ + 1

2∂ρδγρρ)

' ρ−2∂2ρδγθθ , (50)

where in the second step Eq. (46b) is used. The above
together with Eq. (46b) in terms of the gauge and con-
straint variables read

∂r[∂r∂ρψ
ρ] ' − 1

2∂ρ[H] , (51a)

∂r[∂r∂ρΘ] ' 1
2∂ρ[H] , (51b)

where the relations (48) and (49) have been used. Thus,
the system (46b) and (50) inherits the principal structure
of (43a) and (43b) in PG. Again the term ∂ρ[H]/2 is in
the PGC sub-block. This result does not contradict [65]
due to the nonstandard first order reduction considered.
In the outgoing affine null gauge the outgoing null direc-
tion possesses a special role as the foundational piece of
the construction. This construction provides the oppor-
tunity to group ADM variables in such a way that we can
avoid the nontrivial Jordan block in the radial direction.

2. Characteristic setup

The ADM analysis above teaches us which variables
inherit the principal structure of the pure gauge degrees
of freedom. However, the original PDE problem is for-
mulated in the characteristic domain. In [65] the pure
gauge structure was identified for a spacelike foliation.
Whether this is possible in the characteristic domain is
closely related to the existence of the previous first order
reductions in this domain as well. We show here that
both previous first order reductions and their principal
structure can be realized in the characteristic setup di-
rectly.

To demonstrate this consider the affine null gauge in an
outgoing characteristic formulation. The complete calcu-
lation can be found in the ancillary files. We first employ
the metric ansatz

ds2 = guudu
2 − 2dudr + gθθdθ

2 + gφφdφ
2 ,

which for flat space reads

guu = −1 , gθθ = r2 , gφφ = r2 sin2 θ .

Analyzing the main equations Rrr = Rθθ = Rφφ = 0
linearized about flat space we see the following structure

∂rδguu −
1

2ρ
∂ρ
(
∂rδgθθ + sin−2 θ∂rδgφφ

)
= 0 , (52a)

∂r
(
∂rδgθθ + sin−2 θ∂rδgφφ

)
= 0 . (52b)

The variable
(
∂rδgθθ + sin−2 θ∂rδgφφ

)
in (52a) pre-

vents δguu from satisfying just an advection equation
along ∂r and so provides a nontrivial Jordan block. The
combination of δgθθ and δgφφ in the former hints that
a different choice of variables may be more appropriate.
This combination of variables furthermore appears in the
trivial equation Rur = 0 when linearized about flat space,
and so it may be optimal to group them together. We
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thus next consider the equations as resulting from the
metric ansatz

ds2 = guudu
2 − 2dudr + R̂(u, r)2

(
dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2

)
,

where R̂ is the radius of the two-sphere. This form of the
metric ansatz is used in the spherically symmetric case
of [79], employed by [33] in the study of gravitational
collapse of a massless scalar field, as well as in [55] for
cosmological considerations using past null cones. Upon
linearization about flat space the characteristic PDE sys-
tem takes the form

∂2rδR̂ = 0 , (53a)

2r∂u∂rδR̂+ 2∂uδR̂

− 2∂rδR̂+ r∂rδguu + δguu = 0 , (53b)

4∂u∂rδR̂+ r∂2rδguu + 2∂rδguu = 0 . (53c)

Equations (53a) and (53b) correspond to the main equa-
tions Rrr = 0 and Rθθ = 0, respectively, and Eq. (53c)
to the trivial one Rur = 0. The main equation Rφφ
is dropped since it is proportional to Rθθ and the two-
sphere is parametrized only by its radius.

Comparing once more with the ADM form of the prob-
lem, including in the system the trivial equation (53c)
corresponds to including in the analysis the linearized
ADM equation for δKρρ. This is an essential component
in identifying the pure gauge sub-block along the radial
direction. To achieve this we first make the following
identification using Eq. (8):

guu = α−2 − 2 ,

which after linearization about flat space yields

δguu = −2δα = δγρρ , (54)

where the gauge condition δα = −δγρρ/2 is used. We
consider now a first order reduction with

(∂rδR̂) , (∂uδR̂) , (∂rδguu)

promoted to independent variables where, by (54), the
latter is equivalent to (∂rδγρρ) being treated as a re-
duction variable. This first order reduction provides
a diagonalizable radial principal part for (53) with ad-
vection equations along ∂r for all variables–original and
auxiliary–and corresponds to the pure gauge subsys-
tem (43). More precisely, the relation between the ADM
gauge variables and the characteristic variables is

1
2∂ρδγρρ = 1

2 (∂rδguu − ∂uδguu) , (55a)

−δKρρ = ∂rδguu − 1
2∂uδguu . (55b)

Since all characteristic variables satisfy advection equa-
tions along ∂r, combining (55) with (48) and (49) one
recovers (51).

If (∂uδguu) is also taken as an auxiliary variable, then
the first order reduction is of the standard type, since

∂ρδguu = ∂rδguu − ∂uδguu .

The equation of motion for (∂uδguu) can be obtained
from

∂r(∂uδguu) = ∂u(∂rδguu) .

This first order reduction of (53) possesses the following
nontrivial Jordan block

(∂t + ∂ρ)(∂uδguu) + ∂ρ(∂rδguu) = 0 ,

(∂t + ∂ρ)(∂rδguu) = 0 ,

and a linear combination yields

(∂t + ∂ρ) [(∂rδguu)− (∂uδguu)] = ∂ρ(∂rδguu) .

Via the identification (55) the latter matches (47), mod-
ulo an overall factor of 1/2. Hence, the Jordan block
of the characteristic PDE with this characteristic stan-
dard first order reduction coincides precisely with the
pure gauge principal part (42a) and (42b). This is merely
the characteristic version of the standard first order re-
duction in the Cauchy frame. The alternative choice,
where, instead of introducing both (∂uδguu) and (∂rδguu)
as auxiliary variables, only the latter is introduced, ren-
ders the characteristic PDE system in spherical symme-
try strongly hyperbolic. Consequently, the initial value
problem of this system is not well-posed in a norm where
both (∂tδguu)2 and (∂ρδguu)2 are included in the inte-
grand, but in one that involves only (∂rδguu)2. Based on
this norm, one can study well-posedness of the CIBVP
of the system by seeking energy estimates, similar to the
analysis of [58]. See also [89] for energy estimates of the
wave and Maxwell equations in a single-null characteris-
tic setup.

C. Pure gauge sub-block: Angular direction θ

We next expand the previous analysis to a setup with-
out symmetry, focusing purely on the angular direction θ.
The pure gauge structure is identified in both the ADM
and characteristic setups. In contrast, however, to the
radial direction there is no combination of variables that
allows us to avoid the nontrivial Jordan block of the pure
gauge. We also discuss which choice of variables is most
convenient for the analysis.

1. ADM setup

The partition in to gauge, constraint, and physical
variables along the θ direction is still achieved using
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Eqs. (32), (33), and (34), respectively. The gauge vari-
ables are

[∂2θΘ] = −δKθθ , [∂2θψ
ρ] = ∂θδγρθ ,

[∂2θψ
θ] =

1

2ρ2
∂θδγθθ , [∂2θψ

φ] =
1

ρ2 sin2 θ
∂θδγθφ .

(56)

The constraint variables are

[H] = −∂θδγρρ −
1

ρ2 sin2 θ
∂θδγφφ , [Mρ] = δKρθ ,

(57)

[Mθ] = −δKρρ −
1

ρ2 sin2 θ
δKφφ , [Mφ] = δKθφ .

The physical variables are obtained with the action of P⊥
on δγij and δKij . As seen from the physical subsys-
tem (37), the latter is essentially a time derivative of the
former. We work with the physical variables

[h+] ≡ 1

2
δγρρ −

1

2ρ2 sin2 θ
δγφφ , [h×] ≡ δγρφ , (58a)

[ḣ+] ≡ 1

ρ2 sin2 θ
δKφφ − δKρρ , [ḣ×] ≡ −2δKρφ ,

(58b)

which correspond to the two polarizations of the gravita-
tional waves in GR. In Eq. (58b) we have multiplied with
an overall factor of −2 for the definitions to be compati-
ble with the physical subsystem (37) when [ḣ+] = ∂th+,
and similarly for [h×]. As expected for a gravitational
wave that travels along the θ direction, the physical vari-
ables involve only spatial metric components that are
transverse to this direction. The principal symbol in the
form (26) in the θ direction for the linearized ADM for-
mulation is

∂tδγρρ ' −2δKρρ , (59a)

∂tδγρθ ' −2δKρθ − ∂θδγρρ , (59b)

∂tδγρφ ' −2δKρφ , (59c)

∂tδγθθ ' −2δKθθ − 2∂θδγρθ , (59d)

∂tδγθφ ' −2δKθφ − ∂θδγρφ , (59e)

∂tδγφφ ' −2δKφφ , (59f)

and

∂tδKρρ ' −
1

2ρ2
∂2θδγρρ , (60a)

∂tδKρθ ' 0 , (60b)

∂tδKρφ ' −
1

2ρ2
∂2θδγρφ , (60c)

∂tδKθθ ' −
1

2ρ2 sin2 θ
∂2θδγφφ , (60d)

∂tδKθφ ' 0 , (60e)

∂tδKφφ ' −
1

2ρ2
∂2θδγφφ . (60f)

For a standard first order reduction the pure gauge prin-
cipal structure along the θ direction is inherited by

∂t(
1

2ρ2 ∂θδγθθ) ' −ρ−2∂θ (∂θδγρθ + δKθθ) , (61a)

∂t (∂θδγρθ + δKθθ) ' −∂2θδγρρ − 1
2ρ2 sin2 θ

∂2θδγφφ

− 2∂θδKρθ . (61b)

After using Eqs.(56), (57), and (58) the system (61)
yields

∂t[∂
2
θψ

θ] + ρ−2∂θ[∂
2
θ (ψρ −Θ)] ' 0 ,

∂t[∂
2
θ (ψρ −Θ)] ' 3

4∂θ[H]− 2∂θ[Mθ]− 1
2∂

2
θ [h+] ,

(62)

so that, comparing with (42), the pure gauge structure
of PG is manifest within the full principal symbol, as
too is the coupling among gauge, constraint, and phys-
ical variables encoded in PGC and PGP . Here we have
worked with the plain ADM evolution equations. Work-
ing with the ADM equivalent discussed in Sec. II changes
only the coupling to the constraints. To obtain this result
the necessary conditions were

1. Introduction of the quantities (∂θδγθθ)
and (∂θδγρθ) as auxiliary variables.

2. Inclusion of the equation of motion for δKθθ in the
analyzed system.

Interestingly, the affine null gauge provides an explicit
example where the sub-block PGP of the full principal
symbol Ps is nonvanishing, so there is nontrivial cou-
pling between gauge and physical variables in the princi-
pal symbol.

2. Characteristic setup

We repeat now the previous analysis directly in the
characteristic coordinates and variables to demonstrate
how the pure gauge structure is inherited in Pθ for the
characteristic setup. The ADM analysis is again used as
guidance in this. More specifically, from the equivalent
ADM system (14) we know that the characteristic sys-
tem involves the equation of motion for δKθθ, which is
one of the two necessary conditions in order to recover the
structure we are looking for. We parametrize the met-
ric functions simply by guu, guθ, guφ, gθθ, gφθ, gφφ. For
the present calculations this choice, as opposed to that
of [79], is preferred due to its cleaner connection to the
ADM variables and allows us to uncover the pure gauge
structure more easily.

With this parametrization the PDE system consisting
of the main equations (3) does not involve terms of the
form ∂2θδguθ and ∂2θδgθθ, which in the ADM language
correspond to ∂2θδγρθ and ∂2θδγθθ. A minimal first or-
der reduction of the characteristic system, the details of
which can be found in the ancillary files, exhibits the
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following Jordan block in the θ direction:

∂tδguu +
1

2ρ sin2 θ
∂t(∂rδgθθ)

− 1

ρ2
∂θδguθ +

cot θ

2ρ3
∂θδgθθ ' 0 ,

1

ρ2
∂tδguθ −

cot θ

2ρ3
∂tδgθθ ' 0 .

This reduction is minimal in the sense that the minimum
number of auxiliary variables needed to form a complete
first order system were introduced. The above structure
motivates the introduction of (∂θδguθ) and (∂θδgθθ) as
auxiliary variables in addition to the minimum, since
they form the nontrivial Jordan block. But, as we saw
earlier, this is the other necessary condition to recover
the pure gauge structure in the full system. Thus in the
new first order reduction the 2 × 2 Jordan block along
the θ direction persists, namely

∂t(∂θδgθθ)− ρ2∂t(∂rδguθ) (63a)

− ∂θ(∂rδgθθ)−
1

sin2 θ
∂θ(∂rδgφφ) ' 0 ,

∂t(∂rδgθθ) +
1

sin2 θ
∂t(∂rδgφφ) ' 0 . (63b)

The latter is indeed the pure gauge sub-block expected
from the ADM analysis. To realize this explicitly we first
express the characteristic auxiliary variables in terms of
the ADM ones:

∂θδgθθ = ∂θδγθθ ,

∂rδgθθ = (∂t + ∂ρ)δγθθ ' −2δKθθ − 2∂θδγρθ ,

∂rδguθ = (∂t + ∂ρ)δγρθ ' −2δKρθ − ∂θδγρρ ,
∂rδgφφ = (∂t + ∂ρ)δγφφ ' −2δKφφ ,

where we have dropped derivatives transverse to ∂θ.
Then, Eq. (63) reads

∂t∂θδγθθ + 2ρ2∂tδKρθ + ρ2∂θ∂tδγρρ

+ 2∂θδKθθ + 2∂2θδγρθ +
2

sin2 θ
∂θδKφφ ' 0 ,

∂tδKθθ + ∂t∂θδγρθ +
1

sin2 θ
∂tδKφφ ' 0

which after replacing ∂tδγρρ, ∂tδKρθ, ∂tδKφφ with the
right-hand side of (59a), (60b), (60f), respectively, yields

∂t

(
1

2ρ2
∂θδγθθ

)
+ ρ−2∂θ(δKθθ + ∂θδγρθ) ' (64a)

∂θδKρρ −
1

ρ2 sin2 θ
∂θδKφφ ,

∂t(δKθθ + ∂θδγρθ) '
1

2ρ2 sin2 θ
∂2θδγφφ , (64b)

where in (64a) we have multiplied overall with a factor
of 1/2ρ2. The right-hand side of (64) involves only con-
straint and physical variables along the θ direction, while

the left-hand side shows the coupling only between gauge
variables. Using the relations (56), (57), and (58) the sys-
tem (64) reads

∂t[∂
2
θψ

θ] + ρ−2∂θ[∂
2
θ (ψρ −Θ)] ' −∂θ[ḣ+] , (65a)

∂t[∂
2
θ (ψρ −Θ)] ' −1

4
∂θ[H] +

1

2
∂2θ [h+] , (65b)

which again inherits the structure of the pure gauge sub-
system, namely the Jordan block (42a) and (42c), and
provides nontrivial coupling of gauge to constraint and
physical variables. Hence, the nontrivial Jordan block
of Pθ in the characteristic affine null system corresponds
precisely to the non-trivial Jordan block of the pure gauge
subsystem (42) along the same direction. Comparing the
form (65) to the form (62) in the ADM setup, the only
difference is in the coupling of gauge variables to con-
straint and physical ones.

A different choice of variables that makes use of def-
inition (4) is common in affine null formulations. Such
a choice can, however, make less clear the distinction
among gauge, constraint, and physical variables. In the
ancillary files we include analyses where we explore such
parametrizations. Crucially, the principal symbol of the
characteristic system is still nondiagonalizable along θ, φ,
but the choice of variables is inconvenient in identifying
the different sub-blocks.

V. MORE BONDI-LIKE GAUGES

In this section we repeat the previous analysis for the
Bondi-Sachs gauge proper [70, 71] in the ADM setup.
This specific system is already shown to be WH [58].
Again we identify the nontrivial Jordan block of the full
system to that of the pure gauge subsystem. Addition-
ally, we present the pure gauge subsystem of the double
null gauge and show that it is also only WH. We argue
that the full system in the double null as well as other
Bondi-like gauges is necessarily WH when up to second
order metric derivatives are considered.

A. Bondi-Sachs gauge proper

In the outgoing Bondi-Sachs proper gauge the coordi-
nate light speed conditions cρ+ = 1, cA+ = 0 are imposed–
as in all outgoing Bondi-like gauges–and lead to

αL−1 − βρ = 1 , βA = −bAαL−1 ,

in terms of lapse and shift. The gauge is closed by setting

ρ = R̂ . (66)

In this form the gauge fixing is not so easily expressed in
an ADM setup, since we do not have a complete specifi-
cation of the lapse and shift. We can, however, achieve
this by combining the ADM equations (29), the 2 + 1
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split (16) of the spatial metric γij and the determinant
condition (66). We basically want to specify a βρ for
which the determinant condition (66) is satisfied at later
times. Starting from the standard ADM equations on
the two-sphere we get

LtqAB = −2α (q)⊥KAB (67)

+ L[βρ∂ρ] qAB − L[(1+βρ)b] qAB ,

where (q)⊥ denotes the projection with respect to qAB on
every open index and ba denotes the slip vector. The
general relation between the derivative of a matrix and
the derivative of its determinant applied to qAB yields

qabLtqab = qab∂tqab = ∂t ln(q) ,

where q ≡ det(q). Imposing the determinant condi-
tion (66) the latter yields qabLtqab = 0. Then, Eq. (67)
after tracing with qAB returns

0 = −2αKqq + βρ
[
∂ρ ln(q)− 2 /DAb

A
]
− 2 /DAb

A ,

where /DA is the covariant derivative compatible
with qAB . Using cρ+ = 1 = −βρ + α/L we finally ob-
tain βρ = ρX/(4− ρX) with

X = 2LKqq + 2 /Dab
a

and ∂ρ ln(q) = 4/ρ. In terms of the lapse and shift the
Bondi-Sachs proper gauge can thus be imposed by

α = L(1 + βρ) , βρ =
X ρ/4

1−X ρ/4

βθ = −bθαL−1 , βφ = −bφαL−1 ,
(68)

which is a mixed algebraic-differential gauge.

1. Pure gauge subsystem

To proceed with our analysis we first need to obtain the
pure gauge subsystem (31) for the Bondi-Sachs gauge.
We continue in the linear constant coefficient approxi-
mation. Under this assumption the Bondi-Sachs proper
gauge (68) reads

δα = δβρ +
1

2
δγρρ ,

δβρ =
δKθθ

2ρ
+

δKφφ

2ρ sin2 θ
+
∂θδγρθ

2ρ
+

∂φδγρφ

2ρ sin2 θ

+
cot θ δγρθ

2ρ
,

δβθ = −ρ−2δγρθ ,
δβφ = −(ρ sin θ)−2δγρφ .

(69)

Replacing these in Eq. (31) and using the relations (56)
to translate to the gauge variables, the pure gauge sub-

system of the Bondi-Sachs proper gauge reads

∂tΘ +
1

2ρ
∂2θΘ +

1

2ρ sin2 θ
∂2φΘ− 1

2ρ
∂2θψ

ρ − 1

2ρ sin2 θ
∂2φψ

ρ

− ρ

2
∂ρ∂θψ

θ − ρ

2
∂ρ∂φψ

φ − ∂ρψρ −
cot θ

2ρ
∂θψ

ρ

− ρ cot θ

2
∂ρψ

θ = 0 ,

∂tψ
ρ +

1

2ρ
∂2θΘ +

1

2ρ sin2 θ
∂2φΘ− 1

2ρ
∂2θψ

ρ − 1

2ρ sin2 θ
∂2φψ

ρ

− ρ

2
∂ρ∂θψ

θ − ρ

2
∂ρ∂φψ

φ − ∂ρΘ−
cot θ

2ρ
∂θψ

ρ

− ρ cot θ

2
ψρψ

θ = 0 ,

∂tψ
θ + ∂ρψ

θ + ρ−2∂θ(ψ
ρ −Θ) = 0 ,

∂tψ
φ + ∂ρψ

φ + (ρ sin θ)−2∂φ(ψρ −Θ) = 0 .
(70)

To analyze the hyperbolicity of this second order in space
system we consider a first order reduction with variables

Θ− ψρ, ∂θ(Θ− ψρ), ∂φ(Θ− ψρ) ,
Θ + ψρ, ψθ , ∂θψ

θ , ψφ , ∂φψ
φ .

The minimal first order reduction of this system reads

∂t(Θ− ψρ) + ∂ρ(Θ− ψρ) = 0 , (71a)

∂t[∂θ(Θ− ψρ)] + ∂ρ[∂θ(Θ− ψρ)] = 0 , (71b)

∂t[∂φ(Θ− ψρ)] + ∂ρ[∂φ(Θ− ψρ)] = 0 , (71c)

∂t(Θ + ψρ)− ∂ρ(Θ + ψρ)− cot θ

2ρ
∂θ(Θ + ψρ)

+ ρ−1∂θ[∂θ(Θ− ψρ)] + ρ−1 sin−2 θ∂φ[∂φ(Θ− ψρ)]

+
cot θ

2ρ
∂θ(Θ− ψρ) + ρ cot θ∂ρψ

θ

− ρ∂ρ(∂θψθ)− ρ∂ρ(∂φψφ) = 0 , (71d)

∂tψ
θ + ∂ρψ

θ − ρ−2[∂θ(Θ− ψρ)] = 0 , (71e)

∂t(∂θψ
θ) + ∂ρ(∂θψ

θ)− ρ−2∂θ[∂θ(Θ− ψρ)] = 0 , (71f)

∂tψ
φ + ∂ρψ

φ − ρ−2 sin−2 θ[∂φ(Θ− ψφ)] = 0 , (71g)

∂t(∂φψ
φ) + ∂ρ(∂φψ

φ)

− (ρ sin θ)−2∂φ[∂φ(Θ− ψρ)] = 0 . (71h)

All principal matrices of this system possess real eigenval-
ues, but the angular principal matrices are nondiagonal-
izable. The nontrivial Jordan block along the θ direction
is given by (see ancillary files)

∂t[∂θ(Θ− ψρ)] ' 0 ,

∂t(∂θψ
θ)− ρ−2∂θ[∂θ(Θ− ψρ)] ' 0 ,

and similarly along φ by

∂t(∂φψ
φ)− ρ−2 sin−2 θ∂φ[∂φ(Θ− ψρ)] ' 0 ,

∂t[∂φ(Θ− ψρ)] ' 0 .
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As in the PDE analysis of [58] for the axisymmetric char-
acteristic Bondi-Sachs system, the coupled generalized
characteristic variables obtained here effectively involve
second order angular derivatives. Hence, they cannot
be removed with a different first order reduction of the
second order system (70). Thus, the analysis based on
the minimal reduction just performed suffices to show
that the pure gauge subsystem of the Bondi-Sachs proper
gauge (70) is only WH.

2. Pure gauge sub-block: Angular direction θ

Similar to Sec. IV C we present the set of evolution
equations that inherit the structure of the pure gauge
subsystem in the ADM setup. The necessary conditions
to uncover this structure remain the same. The system
that captures the structure of the pure gauge subsytem
along the θ direction is

− ∂t (δKθθ + ∂θδγρθ) '
1

2
∂2θδγρρ + 2∂θδKρθ (72a)

+
1

2
∂2θδγρρ +

1

2ρ2 sin2 θ
∂2θδγφφ ,

− ∂t (δKθθ − ∂θδγρθ) '
1

2
∂2θδγρρ − 2∂θδKρθ (72b)

+
1

2
∂2θδγρρ +

1

2ρ2 sin2 θ
∂2θδγφφ + ∂2θδβρ ,

1

2ρ2
∂t(∂θδγθθ) ' −

1

ρ2
∂θδKθθ +

1

ρ2
∂2θδβθ , (72c)

1

ρ2 sin2 θ
∂t(∂θδγθφ) ' (72d)

−2

ρ2 sin2 θ
∂θδKθφ +

1

ρ2 sin2 θ
∂2θδβφ ,

where spatial derivatives transverse to θ are dropped.
This system results from linear combinations of the lin-
earized about flat space ADM equations and does not
include equations outside the main system (3). Combin-
ing Eqs. (69), (56), (57), (58), and (30), the system (72)
yields

∂t[∂
2
θ (Θ− ψρ)] ' −3

4
∂θ[H] + 2∂θ[Mρ] +

1

2
∂2θ [h+] ,

(73a)

∂t[∂
2
θ (Θ + ψρ)] ' −ρ−1∂2θ [∂2θ (Θ− ψρ)]− cot θ

ρ
∂θ[∂

2
θψ

ρ]

− 2∂θ[Mρ]−
3

4
∂θ[H] +

1

2
∂2θ [h+]

− 3

2
∂2θ [Mθ] +

1

2
∂2θ [ḣ+] , (73b)

∂t[∂
2
θψ

θ] ' ρ−2∂θ[∂2θ (Θ− ψρ)] , (73c)

∂t[∂
2
θψ

φ] ' −2

ρ2 sin2 θ
∂θ[Mθ] +

1

ρ2 sin2 θ
∂2θ [h×] . (73d)

To see how this system inherits the structure of the pure
gauge subsystem (71), let us neglect all nongauge vari-
ables. Let us furthermore consider adding to the system

the following equations: ∂θ of (72a), ∂φ of (72a), ∂θ
of (72c), and ∂φ of (72d). As seen from the form (73)
these additional equations provide the identification to
Eq. (71b), (71c), (71f), and (71h), respectively, i.e., the
equations of the auxiliary variables introduced by the
minimal first order reduction. The resulting system is an
overall ∂2θ derivative of the first order reduced pure gauge
subsystem (71). Thus, the hyperbolic character of the
sub-block PG is that of the pure gauge subsystem, which
is WH. Furthermore, from the form (73) we see another
explicit example of a Bondi-like gauge where PGP 6= 0.
Identification of the pure gauge structure directly in the
characteristic setup is messy with this radial coordinate,
so we do not discuss it in detail.

B. Double-null and more gauges

Another common choice is to use double null coordi-
nates. This was used in [59, 72, 90] to construct initial
data on intersecting ingoing and outgoing null hypers-
ufaces. Reference [59] provided the first well-posedness
result to our knowledge for the CIVP in the region near
the intersection, using the harmonic gauge though for the
evolution system, which is symmetric hyperbolic. Refer-
ence [90] improved this result including in the analysis
metric derivatives higher than second order. A similar
approach was used in [72] as well to analyze the mathe-
matical conditions for black hole formation. Norm-type
estimates are, of course, central in these studies, but they
are obtained using PDE systems that are not of the free
evolution type and for which the hyperbolic character
is not manifest. If instead one is interested in analyz-
ing a free evolution system—which is the topic of the
current study—then a certain subset of the systems used
in [72, 90] has to be extracted. There are different choices
on how to construct this subsystem, and in [68] a specific
one was shown to provide a symmetric hyperbolic free
evolution scheme in double-null coordinates. To the best
of our knowledge, an evolution scheme with up to sec-
ond order metric derivatives using the double null gauge
choice has been used numerically only in spherical sym-
metry [32, 34].

Working with f(ρ) = ρ in the coordinate transforma-
tion (5), the conditions guu = 0 and grr = 0 yield

(βρ + 1)2 = α2γρρ , (βρ − 1)2 = α2γρρ , (74)

where the first is the former of the conditions (6)
with f ′ = 1. The conditions guA = 0 are still imposed in
the double null gauge, which provide the latter of condi-
tions (6) with f ′ = 1. From the coordinate light speed
expressions (21) the conditions (74) yield

cρ+ = ±1 , cρ− = ∓1 .

We choose to set cρ+ = 1 and cρ− = −1. Then, cρ+ + cρ− =
0 = −2βρ implies βρ = 0, which from (74) leads to α = L.
Replacing these in the second of conditions (74) with f ′ =
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1 and using (20) provides βA = −bAαL−1. Then, the
whole set of the coordinate light speeds (21) and (22) in
the double null gauge reads

cρ+ = 1 , cρ− = −1 , cA+ = 0 .

After linearization about Minkowski, lapse and shift per-
turbations read

δα = −1

2
δγρρ , δβθ = −ρ−2δγρθ

δβρ = 0 δβφ = −ρ−2 sin2 θ δγρφ .

In terms of Θ and ψi the above is similar to (41) with the
only difference that here δβρ = 0. Then, the pure gauge
subsystem (31) for the double null gauge choice reads

∂tΘ− ∂ρψρ = 0 ,

∂tψ
ρ − ∂ρΘ = 0 ,

∂tψ
θ + ∂ρψ

θ + ρ−2∂θ(ψ
ρ −Θ) = 0 ,

∂tψ
φ + ∂ρψ

φ + (ρ sin θ)−2∂φ(ψρ −Θ) = 0 ,

which again possesses nontrivial Jordan blocks along
the θ and φ directions and so is only WH. This was ex-
pected since the difference among the affine null, Bondi-
Sachs proper, and double null cases with respect to the
lapse and shift is only in the specification of the radial
coordinate.

This structure in the pure gauge subsystem of the dou-
ble null gauge was already discovered in [84]. We re-
view it here in order to stress its differences and simi-
larities with other Bondi-like gauges. We observe that
in all three examples that are presented, the gauge
choice βA = −bAαL−1 renders the pure gauge subsys-
tem only WH. This choice implies the condition cA+ = 0.

Thus the pure gauge subsystem will also be WH if cA− = 0
is instead imposed. In such a case the difference would be
a sign change in the nontrivial Jordan block along the an-
gular directions. Furthermore, since the specific nature
of the angular coordinates (i.e. coordinates on a two-
sphere) is not essential to the WH, we expect that the
pure gauge subsystem would retain this structure if these
coordinates parametrize level sets of a different topol-
ogy. Our expectation is the same for higher dimensional
spacetimes. In fact, in [58] it was shown that the full
characteristic system in the affine null gauge is WH for a
five-dimensional asymptotically AdS spacetime with pla-
nar symmetry. The value of the cosmological constant
does not affect the principal part of the EFEs and so
neither their hyperbolic character.

In summary, we expect that formulations that re-
sult from the EFE, including up to second order metric
derivatives will be at best WH if they are formulated in
a Bondi-like gauge. The claim is based on the following:

1. The system admits an equivalent ADM setup.

2. The principal symbol Ps has the upper triangular
form (39).

3. The pure gauge sub-block PG inherits the structure
of the pure gauge subsystem.

4. The pure gauge subsystem is WH.

VI. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

In this section we present convergence tests of the pub-
licly available characteristic code PITTNULL [11] which
employs the Bondi-Sachs formalism and is part of
the Einstein Toolkit [76]. Although similar tests have
been successfully performed in the past [3, 6, 9, 11], the
novelty here is that we examine the convergence of solu-
tions to the full discretized PDE problem and not just the
individual grid functions. The motivation for this comes
from the fact that well-posedness is a property of the full
PDE problem. We examine the practical consequence of
the foregoing results by performing convergence tests in
a discretized version of the L2 norm. The specific form
of that norm plays a key role, depends on the geomet-
ric setup and is inspired by a hyperbolicity analysis of
the PDE system solved. This analysis is similar to that
of [58] and can be found in the ancillary files. The data
illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3 can be found in [77].

A. The setup

Here we collect the fundamental elements on which
the PITTNULL code is based. The interested reader can
find more details e.g. in [2, 11]. The Bondi-Sachs metric
ansatz [70, 71] used has the form

ds2 = −
(
e2β

V

r
− r2hABUAUB

)
du2 − 2e2βdudr

− 2r2hABU
BdudxA + r2hABdx

AdxB , (75)

where hABhBC = δAC , det(hAB) = det(qAB) = q,
with qAB the metric on the unit sphere. The sphere is
parametrized using the stereographic coordinates xA =
(q, p) following [2], though see [21, 91] for a different but
equivalent choice. The metric of the unit sphere reads

qABdx
AdxB =

4

P 2

(
dq2 + dp2

)
,

where P = 1 + q2 + p2. One can introduce a complex
basis vector qA (dyad)

qA =
P

2
(1, i) ,

and then the metric of the unit sphere can be written as

qAB =
1

2
(qAq̄B + q̄AqB) .

Using the complex dyad, a tensor field FA1...An on the
sphere can be represented as

F = qA1 . . . qAp q̄Ap+1 . . . q̄AnFA1...An ,
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which obeys the relation F → eisψF , with spin
weight s = 2p − n. The eth operators for this quantity
are defined as

ðF ≡ qA∇AF = qA∂AF + ΓsF ,

ð̄F ≡ q̄A∇AF = q̄A∂AF − Γ̄sF ,

with spin s±1, respectively, and∇A the covariant deriva-
tive associated with qAB , i.e., Γ = − 1

2q
aq̄b∇aqb. In the

chosen stereographic coordinates the above reads

ðF =
P

2
∂qF + i

P

2
∂pF + (q + ip) sF ,

ð̄F =
P

2
∂qF − i

P

2
∂pF − (q − ip) sF .

It is convenient to introduce the following complex
spin-weighted quantities:

J ≡ hABq
AqB

2
, K ≡ hABq

Aq̄B

2
, U ≡ UAqA ,

as well as the real variable

W ≡ V − r
r2

.

Because of the determinant condition det(hAB) =
det(qAB) the quantities K and J are related via 1 =
K2 − JJ̄ . J has spin-weight two, U one, and K, W , β
zero. The spin weight of the complex conjugate is equal
in magnitude and opposite in sign. To eliminate second
radial derivatives of U the following intermediate quan-
tity is introduced:

QA ≡ r2e−2βhABUB,r .

Using these variables, the implemented vacuum EFE con-
sist of the hypersurface equations

β,r = Nβ , (76a)(
r2Q

)
,r

= −r2
(
ð̄J + ðK

)
,r

+ 2r4ð
(
r−2β

)
,r

+NQ , (76b)

U,r = r−2e2βQ+NU , (76c)

W,r =
1

2
e2βR− 1− eβðð̄eβ

+
1

4
r−2

[
r4
(
ðŪ + ð̄U

)]
,r

+NW , (76d)

where Q ≡ QAqA and

R = 2K − ðð̄K +
1

2

(
ð̄2J + ð2J̄

)
+

1

4K

(
ð̄J̄ðJ − ð̄JðJ̄

)
,

the curvature scalar for surfaces of constant u and r. The
evolution equation of the system is

2 (rJ),ur −
[
r +W

r
(rJ),r

]
,r

= −r−1
(
r2ðU

)
,r

+ 2r−1eβð2eβ − J
(
r−1W

)
,r

+NJ . (77)

The complete form of Nβ , NQ , NU , NJ in terms of the
eth formalism can be found in [92]. The system (76)
and (77) corresponds to the main equations (3) in the
Bondi-Sachs proper gauge (75). A pure gauge analysis
of this system was presented in Sec. V A. For comparison
purposes we employ also the following artificial symmet-
ric hyperbolic system

β,r = Nβ , (78a)(
r2Q

)
,r

= 0 , (78b)

U,r = r−2e2βQ+NU , (78c)

W,r = 0 , (78d)

2 (rJ),ur =

[
r +W

r
(rJ),r

]
,r

. (78e)

Equations (76d) and (77) involve the conjugate vari-
ables Ū and J̄ , for which the system (76) and (77) does
not explicitly possess evolution equations. For the hyper-
bolicity analysis provided in the ancillary files we need
to complete the system in the sense of having one equa-
tion for each variable. We obtain the equations for Ū , Q̄
and J̄ by taking the complex conjugate of (76b), (76c)
and (77), respectively. The state vector of the linearized
about Minkowski and first order reduced system is

u =
(
β , βq , βp , Q , Q̄ , U , Uq , Up , Ū , Ūq , Ūp ,

W , J , Jr , Jq , Jp , J̄ , J̄r , J̄q , J̄p ,
)T

,

where

βq ≡ ∂qβ , βp ≡ ∂pβ , Uq ≡ ∂qU , Up ≡ ∂pU ,
Jq ≡ ∂qJ , Jp ≡ ∂pJ , Jr ≡ ∂rJ ,

and the complex conjugates are defined in the obvious
way. In the ADM coordinates (t, ρ, p, q) with

u = t− ρ , r = ρ ,

the system can be written in the form

∂tu + Bρ ∂ρu + Bq ∂qu + Bp ∂pu + S = 0 .

Just as the systems analyzed in [58] it is only WH due to
the nondiagonalizability of the principal symbol along the
angular directions q and p. The characteristic variables
along the radial direction with speed −1 are ingoing and
consist of

J

r
+ Jr ,

and its complex conjugate. The outgoing variables are
those with speed 1, namely

− J

r
, Jq , Jp , U , Uq , Up ,

Q , W , β , βq , βp ,
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and their appropriate complex conjugates.
In analogy to the characteristic toy models of [58], we

perform norm convergence tests where the ingoing vari-
ables are integrated over a null hypersurface and the out-
going ones over a world tube of constant radius. The code
works with the compactified radial coordinate

z =
r

RE + r
,

where RE is a constant that denotes the extraction ra-
dius and for our tests we set it equal to one. If the grid
spacing is denoted as hz, hq, hp for the coordinates z, q, p,
respectively, and the time step as hu, then the discretized
version of the L2 norm that we use is

||uh|| =

{∑
z,q,p

[(
J

r
+ Jr

)(
J̄

r
+ J̄r

)]
hz hq hp

}1/2

+ maxz

{∑
u,q,p

(
β2 + β2

q + β2
p +W 2 +QQ̄+ UŪ

+UqŪq + UpŪp +
JJ̄

r2
+ JqJ̄q + JpJ̄p

)
hu hq hp

}1/2

,

(79)
where the functions in the sums are to be understood as
grid functions. All the outgoing variables of the artificial
SH system (78) satisfy advection equations toward future
null infinity. We further introduce

Uq Up , βq , βp ,

as well as the appropriate complex conjugates as indepen-
dent variables, even though it is not necessary, in order
to include in the norm terms with angular derivatives.
These variables are also outgoing, and their equations
of motion are obtained by acting with the appropriate
derivatives to those of U , Ū , and β. Consequently, the
appropriate L2 norm for this system is (79) without the
terms JqJ̄q and JpJ̄p.

B. Convergence tests

In the convergence tests we solve the same PDE prob-
lem with increasing resolution and we monitor the be-
havior of the numerical error. The numerical domain is

u ∈ [0, 12.8] , z ∈ [0.45, 1] , p, q ∈ [−2, 2] ,

where u denotes time, z is the compactified radial coor-
dinate, and p, q the angular coordinates. The two-sphere
is covered by overlapping north and south patches. In
the parameter files included in the Supplemental Mate-
rial [77] the variables y, x correspond to the p, q angu-
lar coordinates. These variables refer to the Einstein
Toolkit thorn CartGrid3D and their domain size is dif-
ferent. The grid they provide corresponds to the grid

for p, q. As described in [6], the p, q grid points are

pi = −1 + ∆(i−O − 1) ,

qj = −1 + ∆(j −O − 1) ,

where O denotes the number of overlapping points be-
yond the equator. The range of the indices is

1 ≤ i, j ≤M + 1 + 2O ,

where M2 is the total number of p, q grid points inside
the equator and ∆ = 2/M is the grid spacing. The phys-
ical part of the stereographic domain consists of the grid
points for which

p2 + q2 ≤ 1 ,

and these are the only points considered in our tests. We
label the different resolutions as h0, h1, h2, h3 with

h0 : Nz, Np, Nq = 33 , hu = 0.04 ,

h1 : Nz, Np, Nq = 65 , hu = 0.02 ,

h2 : Nz, Np, Nq = 129 , hu = 0.01 ,

h3 : Nz, Np, Nq = 257 , hu = 0.005 ,

and Nz, Np, Nq the number of points in the z, p, q numer-
ical grids. Np, Nq refer to the total number of grid points
(overlapping and nonoverlapping regions together). By
construction the grid points and time steps of h0 are com-
mon for all resolutions.

We perform convergence tests using both smooth and
noisy given data. The former are based upon the lin-
earized gravitational wave solutions derived in [93] and
adapted to the notation used here in [6, 94], namely

J =
√

(l − 1)l(l + 1)(l + 2)2Rlm<(Jl(r)e
iνu) ,

U =
√
l(l + 1)1Rlm<(Ul(r)e

iνu) ,

β = Rlm<(βle
iνu) ,

Wc = Rlm<(Wcl(r)e
iνu) ,

where Wc gives the perturbation to V and for l = 2

β2 = β0

J2(r) =
24β0 + 3iνC1 − iν3C2

36
+
C1

4r
− C2

12r3
,

U2(r) =
−24iνβ0 + 3ν2C1 − ν4C2

36
+

2β0
r

+
C1

2r2

+
iνC2

3r3
+
C2

4r4
,

Wc2(r) =
24iνβ0 − 3ν2C1 + ν4C2

6
− ν2C2

r2

+
3iνC1 − 6β0 − iν3C2

3r
+
iνC2

r3
+
C2

2r4
.

We fix the parameters of these solutions to

ν = 1 , l = 2 , m = 0 ,

C1 = 3 · 10−3 , C2 = 10−3 , β0 = i · 10−3 .
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FIG. 2. Self (above) and exact (below) convergence tests for the artificial SH system and the full Bondi-Sachs system that is
WH. In the top and middle rows the rescaled norms are shown, with rescaling factor Q = 4. The overlap of the rescaled norms
is understood as convergence and the lack of overlap as nonconvergence. The tests are performed in the norm (79) for the WH
and the norm (79) without the JqJ̄p + JpJ̄p term for the SH system. The self-convergence tests with smooth data are passed
by both systems. The exact convergence tests with noisy data are passed only by the SH system. In the middle right subfigure
we see the failure of convergence of the full Bondi-Sachs system, as expected by theory. In the bottom row the original norms
without rescaling are shown. This illustrates that even though the numerical error converges to zero with increasing resolution
also for the WH case, the rate at which this happens is not the expected one, and this is understood as loss of convergence.

The constant ν controls the frequency of the solu-
tion, l,m refer to the spin-weighted spherical harmonics
and C1, C2, β0 are integration constants.

For the noisy tests we set all the initial and boundary
data to their Minkowski values, perturbed with random
noise of amplitude A with

A(h0) = 4096 · 10−10 , A(h1) = 512 · 10−10 ,

A(h2) = 64 · 10−10 ,

on all the given data. The scaling of the amplitude by a
factor of 8 every time we double resolution is due to the
first order derivatives in the norm (79), as explained in
Sec. IV of [58]. The amplitude of the noise is low enough
for the nonlinear terms to be negligible with the precision
at which we work. The complete parameter files used in
the simulations can be found in the ancillary files. We
call self-convergence the tests in which we obtain an error
estimate by taking the difference between two numerical
solutions. This is useful when an exact solution is not
known, as, for instance, for the artificial SH system (78)
when smooth data are given. Hence, we perform self-
convergence tests in the smooth setup for both WH and
SH systems. On the contrary, the noisy tests consist of
random noise on top of vanishing given data for both sys-
tems and zero is a solution for both cases. So, for this

case we perform exact convergence tests, i.e., the error
estimate is provided by a comparison between the numer-
ical and the exact solutions. We use the operator ⊥hih0

to
denote that we consider only the common grid points of
the resolution hi with the coarse resolution h0, as well
as the common time steps. For the self-convergence tests
we monitor

||uh0− ⊥
h1

h0
uh1 || , || ⊥h1

h0
uh1− ⊥

h2

h0
uh2 || ,

|| ⊥h2

h0
uh2
− ⊥h3

h0
uh3
|| ,

and for the exact convergence

||uh0
|| , || ⊥h1

h0
uh1 || , || ⊥h2

h0
uh2 || .

The code uses finite difference operators that are second
order accurate. This, combined with the doubling of grid
points every time we increase resolution provides a con-
vergence factor Q = 4 [58].

In Fig. 2 the rescaled norms for both smooth and noisy
tests, for the artificial SH (78) and the full Bondi-Sachs
system (76) and (77) that is WH are illustrated. The
overlap of the rescaled norms indicates good second order
convergence, whereas the lack of overlap suggests non-
convergence. For smooth given data both the SH and
the WH systems exhibit good decent order convergence.
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FIG. 3. Exact convergence test with noisy data for both PDE systems, using only the null part of the norm (79). The WH
system does not manifest a clear loss of convergence. Similar to [11] there is no evidence of exponential growth.

However, for noisy given data only the SH has the ap-
propriate convergence. This feature is expected, as noisy
given data are important to demonstrate WH in numer-
ical experiments [58, 75]. These results are compatible
with earlier tests with random noise that demonstrated
the lack of exponential growth in the solution [11]. In
Fig. 3 the sum only over the null hypersurface from (79)
is shown, that is similar to earlier tests. The loss of con-
vergence in the WH system is less severe than for the full
norm (79), and there is no sign of exponential growth in
the solution. This fact alone may be evidence for numer-
ical stability in the colloquial sense that the code does
not crash but, as we demonstrate in Fig. 2, is not enough
evidence for convergence. It becomes apparent then that
the choice of norm in which the convergence tests are
performed is crucial. A norm that is compatible with the
PDE system under consideration should be used.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Characteristic formulations of GR are used in a num-
ber of cases such as gravitational waveform modeling,
critical collapse and applications to holography. These
formulations are most commonly built upon Bondi-like
gauges. In [58] the EFEs were shown to be only weakly
hyperbolic in second order metric form in two popular
Bondi-like gauges. Computational experiments were per-
formed on toy models to examine the consequences of
this fact, with the conclusion that numerical convergence
in the simplest desired norms does not occur. Build-
ing on [58], in this paper we showed that this weak hy-
perbolicity is caused by the gauge condition guA = 0
common to all Bondi-like gauges. Subsequently we per-
formed numerical experiments performed in full GR, and
found that the conclusions of [58] indeed carry over; ill-
posedness of the continuum PDE (in the natural equiv-
alent of L2) for the characteristic problem serves as an
obstruction to convergence of the numerics (in a discrete
approximation to the same norm).

To show that weak hyperbolicity was a pure gauge ef-
fect we had to jump through a number of technical hoops.
We mapped the characteristic free evolution system to an
ADM setup so that the results of [64, 65] could easily be
used. This allowed us to distinguish among the gauge,

constraint, and physical degrees in the linear, constant
coefficient approximation. Crucially it is known that
weakly hyperbolic pure gauges give rise to weakly hy-
perbolic formulations. We were able to show the former
in a number of cases. Specifically, we have studied three
Bondi-like setups: the affine null, the Bondi-Sachs proper
and the double null gauges. All three have the same de-
generate structure rendering the pure gauge subsystem
weakly hyperbolic. We have thus argued that when the
EFE are written in a Bondi-like gauge with at most sec-
ond derivatives of the metric and there are nontrivial
dynamics in at least two spatial directions, then, due to
the weak hyperbolicity of the pure gauge subsystem, the
resulting PDE system is only WH.

The implication of weak hyperbolicity is that the CIVP
and CIBVP of GR are ill-posed in the natural equivalent
of L2 on these geometric setups. Therefore we carried out
convergence tests in a discretized version of such a norm.
The specific form of the norm is inspired by the charac-
teristic toy models of [58]. We performed the tests on the
Bondi-Sachs gauge system (76) and (77) implemented in
the PITTNull thorn of the Einstein Toolkit, as well
as on the artificial strongly hyperbolic system (78). The
norm used is compatible with the strongly hyperbolic
model in the characteristic domain. The tests are per-
formed with smooth and with noisy given data. For
smooth data both the strongly and weakly hyperbolic
systems model exhibit good convergence. But with noisy
data only the strongly hyperbolic model retains this be-
havior. These findings are compatible with previous re-
sults [58, 75, 95], namely that noisy given data are es-
sential to reveal weak hyperbolicity in numerical exper-
iments. We have furthermore seen that even with noisy
data one might overlook this behavior if tests are per-
formed in a norm that is not suited to the particular
problem.

Given all of the above, the obvious approach to cir-
cumvent weak hyperbolicity is to adopt a different gauge.
For applications in CCM this may be necessary, since it
is otherwise not at all clear how a well-posedness result
for the composite PDE problem could be obtained. Yet,
as discussed in the Introduction, concerning purely char-
acteristic evolution, symmetric hyperbolic formulations
of GR employing Bondi-like gauges are known [66–69].
At first sight this seems to contradict the claim that any
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formulation of GR inherits the pure gauge principal sym-
bol within its own. But these formulations all promote
the curvature to be an evolved variable, so the results
of [65] do not apply. As we have seen in Sec. IV, taking
an outgoing null derivative of the affine null pure gauge
subsystem, we obtain a strongly hyperbolic PDE. It is
thus tempting to revisit the model of [65] to investigate
the conjecture that formulations of GR with evolved cur-
vature can be built that inherit specific derivatives of
the pure gauge subsystem. A deeper understanding of
the relation between the latter and the Bondi-like for-
mulations analyzed in this paper could suggest norms
in which they are actually well-posed. Obtaining such
a proof would help validate error estimates for numeri-
cal solutions so relevant for applications in gravitational
wave astronomy. Work in this direction is ongoing and
will be reported on elsewhere.
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